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In April 2020 MSTEC 
were the successful bidders 
for a Werner ammonia 
compressor at the auction 
of the estate of Effie 
Moore. The compressor 
had been in the ownership 
of the Moore family since 
the 1970s when Derek 
Moore senior purchased it 
from a scrapyard at 
Paynesville, with it 
originally used at the 
Paynesville Freezing 
Works to make ice. 
 It is a welcome 
addition to MSTEC’s 
collection of a locally built 
refrigeration machine by R. 
Werner & Co. Pty. Ltd., 

Burnley Street, Richmond. It is an 
example of Werner’s smaller horizontal 
ammonia compressor, being the 6 ton 
size (in other words it can make 6 tons 
of ice in 24 hours), and was driven by a 
flat belt. It complements the larger 100 
ton Werner horizontal compressor from 
the Victoria Brewery already in the 
collection. 
 Fortunately some of the 
manufacturing records of Werner’s are 
held at the University of Melbourne 
archives. The build sheet shows the 
compressor was supplied under order 
no.71 in July 1913 to A. Gilsenan, 
Paynesville, who was the owner of the 
Paynesville Freezing Works. The 
compressor has a 6” diameter (152mm) 

bore and 7” (178mm) stroke, and 
was supplied with 35 ft (10.6m) 
of 7” (178mm) wide camel hair 
belting, piping, and fittings. The 
power source was not supplied by 
Werner’s so it is not known if it 
was driven by an oil engine or 
electric motor. 
 The local fishermen 
brought their catch ashore at 
Paynesville, and packed the fish 
in ice for shipment to Melbourne. 
This was via steamer to Sale and 
then by train to the Melbourne 
markets. An ice works was 
established in 1890 in Bairnsdale 
and ice was sourced from there 
initially. Around 1903 an ice 
works was built by Christian 
Gronheit in Wellington Street, 
Paynesville.1 The works were 
advertised for sale in February 
19042, and sold to Alfred 
Gilsenan sometime between 1904 
and 19083, and moved to the 
wharf around 1918.4 The 
Gilsenan family operated the ice 
works and later, a cartage 
business to take the fish by road 
to the train at Bairnsdale. Alfred 
Gilsenan held the role of local ice 
factor for almost 50 years 

Werner 6 ton Ammonia Compressor 
by Rohan Lamb 

The Paynesville Freezing Works (Gilsenan Family Collection, PMM Museum) 

Werner 6 ton ammonia compressor now part of MSTEC’s 
collection (Lamb, October 2021) 

A comparison between a 100 
ton compressor and a 4 ton 
machine (Werner works photo) 
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and was both an agent and advocate for the 
local fishermen. He was prominent resident 
of Paynesville known for his tireless work 
supporting the town and its community. He 
was Shire President, and heavily involved 
with local Gippsland fishing industry. The 
last owner of the ice works was John 
Robinson. In 1989 the works burnt down 
and was not rebuilt.5 6 
 The life of Alfred James Gilsenan has 
been recorded in a recently published book 
by Anna McNair, and copies are available 
from the Paynesville Maritime Museum. 
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The Werner compressor was a feature of Moore family 
displays at MSTEC from the 1970s, this photo is from the 
1979 rally at Wantirna (Ian Nethercote, John Davies 
photo collection, MSTEC archives) 

The brass 
makers plate 
on the 
crankcase 
guard 

A typical example of a 5-10 ton size of ammonia compressor made 
by Werner’s for larger butchers, dairies, private orchardists, & ice 
making (Werner Ice Making & Refrigerating Machinery 
catalogue, Werner & Co. Pty. Ltd., Richmond, undated) 

The parts of a Werner horizontal ammonia compressor (Instructions for 
Care & Operation of Werner Refrigerating Plants, R. Werner & Co. Pty. 
Ltd., Richmond, undated) 
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 S Class 
Marshall, 
   Jo Lloyd recounts 
the opportune 
purchase of a 
Portable Steam 
Engine , site unseen, 
and are now very 
pleased with it . That 
just goes to show you 
do not need to have 
all the answers before 
you start . 
   In Rohan Lamb’s article on 
Marshall traction engine 
#14666, in the November 
Steam Supreme, he included a 
photo Des Lang had taken in 
the 1960’s which showed a 
Marshall  S class portable alongside the traction engine outside a drycleaners in Barham.  Rohan commented that 
these S class portables were very late examples and the last portables that Marshall built. It just happened that Ross 
and I have just become the owners of a smaller single cylinder example. 
     During the latest lockdown, when Ross and I were sitting at home feeling bored and generally despondent, I 
noticed an S class portable advertised on an internet facebook page. I said to Ross that it would be a good project for 
someone as it still had all its fittings and jewellery and from what you could tell from a photo looked in sound 
condition. Ross declared that he had always fancied one of these and ten minutes later he bought it, sight unseen. 
There was the little problem that it was on a remote farm at Kowguran in central Queensland. Sorting this gave 

purpose to the next few lockdown days but proved 
surprisingly easy and relatively inexpensive. A local carrier 
with a tilt tray picked it up and took it back to his depot in 
Miles where it could be stored under cover. We were then 
lucky enough to almost immediately find a Melbourne 
truckie looking for a backload after delivering machinery to 
Brisbane. He swung by and loaded it using the tilt tray and 
it was back on the loading ramp at Scoresby in no time. A 
trip from home to the club exceeded the 5km limit by quite 
a lot and unloading steam engines was not an accepted 
reason to leave home but we did it anyway.  
    The hardest part of the whole exercise was getting it from 
the loading ramp to the shed. It had no towbar so we had to 
borrow one, then backing in, trying to line up the turntable 
while I yelled random contradictory instructions proved 
beyond Ross. Eventually he got the crane out , lifted the 
front and wheelbarrowed it in. 
         At this stage we have not had a chance to investigate 
our purchase to any depth but what we can see is very 
pleasing. The towbar and one attachment loop for mounting 
it appear to be the only parts missing and fabricating 
replacements filled the remaining days of lockdown.  

The S Class portable safely in shed 9 at the National Steam Museum 
after revival from outback Queensland . Getting it into the shed 
turned out to be  the hardest part of all.  

The engine came with all the Jewellery 
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 It was taken to Kowguran by a now deceased farmer and 
seems to have sat there for a couple of decades or more. He 
apparently bought a number of NSW engines to then export to 
the UK. This one was left in the shed on the farm after a sale fell 
through and an export permit could not be obtained for it. 
          The son clearing the farm was not a steam enthusiast and 
lived 500km from the farm. Consequently there were a number 
of unanswered questions including the size. We were very 
pleased to find that it is a small engine. Marshall’s sales 
literature had moved away from describing engine sizes by 
nominal horse power which is based solely on piston diameter 
and stroke taking no account of operating pressure or rpm 
Instead they started listing them by brake horse power.  At 
190rpm and 150 psi pressure our portable has a maximum 
continuous bhp of 19. Using the old classification with its 6.5 inch piston and 10 inch stroke it would be classed 
5nhp. By contrast the compound version described by Rohan and now installed in the paddle steamer “Canberra” 
has twice this brake horse power. 

     All Marshall S 
class engines, 
including the 
club’s 8 ton roller, 
incorporate the 
improvements that 
Marshall had 
learnt from 70 
years of 
manufacturing. 
The boilers had a 
patented 
corrugated firebox 
crown and a 
reinforced and 
corrugated front 
tube plate 
eliminating the 
need for girder 
stays;  the engines 
had piston valves 
rather than slide 
valves, a Pickering 
governor and 
Marshall 
mechanical 

lubricator. The firebox and boiler barrel were heavily lagged. We are 
fortunate to have all the cladding sheets. 
This engine really was at the tail end of portable steam. In 1913 prior 
to WW1 Marshall sold 1297 portables by 1926 portable sales were 
down to 210. 
 Traces of original lining out can be seen on bearing pedestals  
 
 We are keen to get stuck into this restoration. We are hopeful it 
will prove straightforward but we are attempting to be disciplined and 
prioritise the Waterous boiler build.     Pictures and story Jo Lloyd 

    Close up of the cylinder   
 shows  the late Marshall  
 features Jo mentions  

The  new 
tow bar  
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  What Make?  Closer inspection revealed it to be Ransomes Sims and Jefferies Ltd , Ipswich , England . An old English 
firm who built their first mower in 1832 through to 1998 when they were bought out although  mower production continued 
under the new ownership. In the mean time they were of course known for their agricultural equipment including steam 
engines , ploughs , threshers etc.  
 An Elaborate cast motif  identifies  it to be a Ransomes 

Ipswich Light Motor Mark 6    20 Inch         
A smaller 
plate also 
declares 
RS&J Reco  
No 61733  
   
  Engine 
Special 
interest to us 
is the 
Blackbourne 
4 stroke side 
valve single 

cylinder engine with a total loss oil system . The engine 
is definitely based on one from their line of smaller motor 
bikes adapted for stationary use with  a flywheel and 
cooling fan  whose surrounding shroud has the fuel and 
oil tanks built in .   
Close up of the Blackburne engine , which looks like it has had some work done to it .Obvious is the lubrication 
system with sight glass and adjusting knob to regulate the flow and the plug to prime after an oil change . Also the 
Amal carby is  original but missing throttle and choke cables and air strainer. 

Mystery Mower 

  This Motor Mower caught my eye , in bay 3, down at the club on my first visit after the Lockdown . It is a bit 
of a mystery becauses it’s arrival was  unexpected however I suppose we will get the story . In the mean time I can only report 
on what I could observe. First thing that struck me was that it was obviously a high quality machine  and in eceptionally good 
unrestored condition . Obviously a cylindrical barrel  blade with heavy roller, large grass catcher and self proppelled. 
Machines of this standard are definitely not for domestic use but more likely to be found on stately mansions  
or bowling greens / tennis courts.                                                                                                                  
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Drive side shows link belt driven cooling fan in its 
shroud, flywheel and hand hand cranking mechanism  for 
converting a motorcycle engine vto stationary use.  
A high quality roller chain drive  and epicyclic transmission 
system  is used for propulsion and driving the blades . 
  Dating the Mower , Ads where found on the internet 
announcing this models introduction into Australia in  1951 
but these had Villiers 2 stroke engines and pressed metal 
instead of cast iron frames so it is not one of this batch.  The 
clue is the Blackburne engine as these went out of production 
with the winding up of  their motorcycle business prior to 
1934. That still leaves the 
question did it arrive in 
Australia  new or was it a 
later import  by a collector ?   
      
More Engine Details    
 Further internet searching 
found a drop box link to  
Blackbourne’s full line of 
engines. https://

www.dropbox.com/Blackburn/Engines/ 1932 folder001.pdf        as well as other sites   
              Cover of Blackburne instruction and maintenance booklet . 
   From this our engine is the S.V. range from the late 1920’s and could be between 175 cc and  
300 cc as the only difference is the size of the cylinder bore . The proportions of the cylinder 

casting suggest the larger version.   it notes : — 
 Total loss lubrication system  —  The oil should be drained every  5 or 6 hundred mile 
( presumably this applies to motor cycle applications not lawn mowers ! )  
Drain by removing the bottom through bolt of the crankcase .  Before starting  the plug on the 
top of the timing case should be removed and  2 tablespoons of oil inserted . As soon as running 

the drip feed to the suction pump on the front of the camshaft should be adjusted at the sight 
glass to give 20 to 30 drops per minute. This is supplied from the  oil tank attached to the 

fan shroud.  
     

Ignition timing-  Points just opening at T.D.C. with lever fully retarded .  Adjust by pinch bolt 
on the magneto coupling end of the skew gear driven camshaft. I would advise with this setting 
always fully retard the spark before cranking only advancing it once the engine is running.  

Petrol  Oil  

    Carburettor - Note the make of instrument fitted to your engine and follow their 
instruction book . Black smoke from exhaust  indicates too rich ,  spitting back 
from inlet too lean . This  internet pic  of  a similar  Blackbourne engine to 
this one shows the same type of Carburettor confirming Amals as original 
equipment  . Note it has the correct Air strainer  which does not look too hard to 
reproduce as ours is missing  
 Restoration   With such an impressive  machine and  rare and interesting little 

engine, all in very 
original and almost 
unused condition, it 
deserves to be conserved as-is  but of course that is the owners 
prerogative. 
Just look at that Ransomes transfer what a shame if that was lost . 

  Times are changing and in the future something as 
original as this will be considered  far more valuable 

conserved as details such as the type of paint and it’s patina state 
tells us part of it’s history.  
     As for just where this mower came from  I hope more 
information comes to light so we can get it down on the records . 
                                              Warwick Bryce  , Melbourne , 
Australia  
Acknowledgements  oldlawnmowerclub uk  , lawnking   
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Our new Diesel Loco being readied for its first lap Around the Club . Driver Tony Zaria nervously 
looks on while  Phil Randall checks the wheels are properly on the  track  with the help of Brad 
Hector and Len Brighton 

      The big day finally arrived and the new club  locomotive was moved out of it’s construction area in bay 5 to the level 
crossing by the front gate. Once it was carefully positioned, with all 4 wheels of each bogey properly engaged with the track, 
Tony climbed aboard and started the Kubota Diesel engine. After letting it idle for a short time before lifting the latch on the 
lever controlling the variable displacement hydraulic pump he gingerly eased it forward . Immediately the solenoid on the fuel 
injection pump clicked in and opened it up to high idle ( set at about 2500 rpm for the moment )  and the loco effortlessly 
glided away. Pushing the lever further forward increased the displacement of the hydraulic pump and the engine took the load 
and the new locomotive then accelerated smoothly till again the train speed and engine rpm matched and we were off and 
running . First stop was to open the gate in the East fence . Easing the control lever back reduces the pump displacement which 
puts the engine into overrun until the new train speed has dropped off enough to match the engines revs again .  Coming to a 
stop simply involves progressively easing the lever back to zero displacement cutting the oil off to the motors at which point 
the wheels stop and the engines revs drop back to slow idle,  just like putting  a car in park.   
Cartoon of hydraulic pump showing how varying the angle of the 
swahplate changes the volume and direction of oil flow.  We 
selected the  series  whose maximum  speed matched the engines ie 
3600 rpm  Next step was  sizing one that handled the full engine power 
ie 16 hp  . This then gave us the  max  pressure and flow  we had to 
work with . 
    With all behaving as expected the train then continued for its first full 
lap around the track . Reversing is exactly the opposite as moving the 
control lever backward  puts the swash plate of the variable 
displacement pump in the opposite angle and which effectively reverses 
the oil flow to the wheel motors  therefore driving them in the opposite 
direction .  At that point one of the notorious Wheeler’s Hill showers 
struck and our Dinkum Diesel  had to be hurriedly put away.  The fact that everything worked as expected first time is a great 
credit to the constructors and design team .  
    The next step is to couple up some carriages see how it accelerates and brakes under load.  After a few more shakedown 
runs it is hoped the bodywork will be ready to be fitted and more runs performed with special attention  to recording system 
temperatures and pressures.  
 For the Technically Minded   
The Engine  we were given is a 3 cylinder 722cc Kuboto Diesel of  12 kW   at 3600 rpm ,so it is a Real Diesel . 
Forces to move the train Warwick then calculated the forces required to move the  heaviest train , all up 5000 kg , under the 
worst combination of conditions to see if the engine would do the job . 
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                Hydraulic Power Pack for Sale  
Complete unit Designed and  Built by McNamee Industries 

Aust. It appears to be in good condition . Oiltank approx 60 litre ,  
Hydraulic pump direct coupled to 3  HP, 3 phase  motor , filters and 
valves. Expressions of interest to the MSTEC  Secretary , club owned so 
first refusal  to club members . 

Rolling  Resistance comprises— Straight level track 15 kg .-  Grade of  2 %  100 kg .- Accelerating  50 kg . 
- Rounding a curve 24 kg   , - Air resistance ignored below about 20 kmph .  Total worst case 189 kg   to move the train .  
Traction  Would we have enough traction  Basing on a loco of 1000 kg and all 8 wheels driving on dry steel rails up to 250 kg  
could be transmitted before wheel slip so we have enough grip . 
 Power  is simply how fast you can move that force in a given time . This calculates out at .   
                  Speed      10 km/hr        15 km/hr          20 km/hr 
Straight and level        1    kW         1 . 5  kW                2  kW     
Worst case accel        9   kW          13. 5  kW              19 kW  
    

Overlaying this on the power curve  shows the engine will 
easily meet our requirements .  
Hydraulic Pump a high quality Danfloss  C2  28 cc / revolution ,  
close coupled to  the engine was recommended to us, and is a good 
match to the engines output, thanks to Adrian Anderson's contacts . 
Hydraulic Motors  2 motors , one for each bogey, connected in 
parallel so they will not fight each other.  Each has a maximum of 8 
kW  giving 16 kW total and a rpm limit of 300 . Since max wheel rpm 
is 530 at 20 km/hr a chain drive ratio of 1 turn of the motor giving 2 
turns of the wheels was selected. Some felt uncomfortable with this 
step up ratio but with a  max  hydraulic pressure of  175 bar the motors 
are easily capable of producing all the torque we need . The direction these Danfloss motor run is simply a matter of  which 

way the oil flows through them giving equal performance in 
forward and reverse. Actually, looking at their characteristic 

chart it can be seen at our normal operating 
maximum speed of 10 km/hr ( blue  circle )  the system is at 
its ideal point  of 1/2 power and 1/2 revs and  maximum 
efficiency  but would handle up to 20 km/hr  ( green circle) 
     While it sounds simple now all this took a lot of working 
out at the time and thanks to the expert advice given to us I 
think we have ended up with a system of high quality 
components working at their sweet spot and all at a keen price 
as well .  

  This and the encouraging first trial looks good for a well 
performing and trouble free Dinkum Diesel locomotive . A 
great achievement over a couple of years when not much else 
was able to happen.     Warwick 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S       SS       SS       

An underneath view of one of the bogys showing the 
hydraulic motor  with its 1 to 2 chain drive to each 
axle . They were made for us by Damon  Gundy based on 
his extensive experience of this type of drive at  Diamond 
Valley.  They certainly ride very smoothly.      
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 The subject of 
turpentine came up 
when Warwick was 
discussing it’s use to 
remove Cosmoline  
preservative from a 
WW2 torpedo engine. 
This prompted Peter 
Lynch to comment  that 
an unusual old 
industrial building near 
Springvale railway 
station had caught his 
attention as not many 
are left 
    Further investigation by Peter 
revealed it is a distillation plant 
built by Emptor Ltd in 1943 to 
produce resins, turpentine, 
acetates, oil and tars from waste 
timber products.   
    Supplies of these products were 
limited during WW11 and self 
sufficiency was critical to our war effort. Production may not have been competitive 
with imports after the war as equipment such as large copper stills were listed for 
auction on site in 1955. Judging from the Trove article the equipment consisted of 5 
Copper stills , hammered, riveted and brazed with the biggest 14 ft high and 3 ½ ft 
dia. Also listed was a Copper Condenser with 256 tubes each 8 ft long as well as 
various copper , steel and cast iron vessels as well as lead lined hoppers and bins.  
 An image of a wood distillation tower found on the internet . Judging 
from the height of the Springvale building and the description of the equipment 
in the clearing sale it could well have contained something like this .  
     Anyway it seemed a fair bit of equipment was needed  so it  raised the issue of 
just how turpentine was made? 
     More  clues were found  in a Trove newspaper article  from the The Herald 
Melb, Vic. Sat. 23 Nov. 1907   describing a new wood distillation works recently 
established at Warburton . This used a process  to obtain , from gum trees and other  
waste timber,  products such acetic acid, wood spirit  ( Turpentine ) for disinfection 
and for methylating alcohol  as well as  tar and charcoal.  As for the acetic acid 
produced this could be converted into an important ingredient in the manufacture of 
smokeless powder by the use of lime . The tar was useful for coating ships and the 
turpentine as an ingredient of paint. Charcoal was also a marketable product in 
those days .   
    Our resident Chemical Engineer   Geoff Bellinger  was then consulted and 
advised there are 2 types of turpentine one  Mineral Turpentine made in an Oil 
refinery and Natural which is distilled from wood , chemically quite different but 
have similar uses .  
    The Springvale and Warburton plants would have worked by steam distillation of 
chips and sap of wood to drive off the various volatiles into a tower where they 
could be progressively condensed back into their  separate liquids. It appears wood  
turpentine  got it’s name being originally obtained from the Mediterranean 
Turpentine tree. Both types are used as paint  thinners with the natural version being prefered by artists and  is used as solvent 
for furniture coatings. 

Relics of 
Springvale’s 
old 
Turpentine 
Works  

The former Emptor  turpentine works as it stands today .Buildings like this are fast 
dissappearing as evidenced by the red Mosque dome in the background marking the 
former site of a major engineering works. Kelly and Lewis operated here from 1927 to 
around 1980 and was served by a siding off the main rail line. The company produced 
pumps, gate valves and other equipment as well as the KL Bulldog semi diesel tractor 
under a war reperation license from Lanz in Germany. 
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       On Reflection it seems Turpentine and Tar had  another use. My early memories of turpentine was in The Wonderful old 
Tar Baby Story  by Joel Chandler Harris as told by Uncle Remus , a fictional old black slave in folk tales from the Southern 
USA in the 19 th century. Apparently Brer Fox was always trying to catch Brer Rabbit to eat so he had an idea and mixed up 
some tar and turpentine and fashioned it into the shape of a black baby , put a hat on it and sat her beside the road. Now along 
comes Brer Rabbit who had a bit of an attitude problem so on getting no response to his greeting started abusing the tar baby 
and soon gave her a biff and of course the more Br'er Rabbit punches and kicks the tar baby out of rage, the worse he gets 
stuck.      Brer Fox then appears and rolls on the ground laughing “I expect you will take dinner with me this time.”  Wether he 

gets to eat the rabbit is never revealed as that is where the original story stops. 
       Of course in our sanitized version  the rabbit tricks the fox and escapes 
but that is typical of fairy tales rewritten for modern consumption . They were 
originally warnings for little children on 
how to behave or they will meet their 
demise as did Little Red Riding Hood and 
2 of the 3 Little Pigs.  Of course these 
days we have got  ‘The Simpsons’ for 
such warnings suttle as they may be!  
       

Our final warning is from Geoff 
Ballinger. 
 

Turpentine should be considered a 
hazardous material and so should Tar ! 

S S     S S     S S    SS      S S    SS      S S    S S    SS      S S       SS      S S       

Catching up again at Last  
  With the easing of restrictions at the end of November the Model Engineers had a Get to Gether and 
BBQ  down at our steam grounds on our first RunDay for many months.  
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